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DETAILED ACTION

Election/Restrictions

Restriction to one of the following inventions is required under 35 U.S.C. 121:

I. Claims 2-8, drawn to a method of treating insufficient cartilage or

insufficient skeletal growth using a TRANCE-inhibiting agent that is an

antisense to TRANCE RNA, classifiable in class 514, subclass 44.

II. Claims 2-8, drawn to a method of treating insufficient cartilage or

insufficient skeletal growth using a TRANCE-inhibiting agent that is an

antisense to TRAF-6 RNA, classifiable in class 514, subclass 44.

III. Claims 10-14 and 20, drawn to a method of treating excess cartilage or

excess skeletal growth using a TRANCE-increasing agent that is a

polypeptide comprising a TNF domain of a TRANCE protein, classifiable

in class 514, subclass 12.

IV. Claims 15-19 and 20, drawn to a method of treating excess cartilage or

excess skeletal growth using a TRANCE-increasing agent that is a TRAF-

6 polypeptide, classifiable in class 514, subclass 12.

V. Claims 22 and 24, drawn to a method of promoting growth of cartilage with

a TRANCE-inhibiting agent that is a TRANCE antisense, classifiable in

class 514, subclass 44.
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VI. Claims 23 and 24, drawn to a method of promoting growth of cartilage with

a TRANCE-inhibiting agent that is a TRANCE antisense, classifiable in

class 514, subclass 44.

VII. Claim 25 in part, drawn to a method of diagnosing a cartilage disorder in a

mammal by detecting the level of TRANCE, classifiable in class 435,

subclass 6.

VIII. Claim 25 in part, drawn to a method of diagnosing a cartilage disorder in a

mammal by detecting the level of RANK, classifiable in class 435,

subclass 6.

IX. Claim 25 in part, drawn to a method of diagnosing a cartilage disorder in a

mammal by detecting the level of TRAF-6, classifiable in class 435,

subclass 6.

X. Claims 26-29, drawn to a method of identifying a TRANCE-inhibiting or

TRANCE-increasing compounds, classifiable in class 435, subclass 6.

Special note regarding groups V and VI

The examiner has noted that claims 22-24 each depend from claim 20. However,

each of these claims refers to a TRANCE-inhibiting agent while claim 9, the parent

claim of claim 20, refers to use of a TRANCE-increasing agent. In the interests of

compact prosecution these claims are being treated as if they are dependent on claim

21 , which refers to TRANCE-inhibiting agents. If applicant elects group V or group VI,

the response to this restriction requirement must clarify the proper dependence of the
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elected claims. Note that if these claims are indeed meant to depend from claim 20 the

restriction requirement may be subject to revision.

The inventions are distinct, each from the other because of the following reasons:

1. Inventions I and II are unrelated. Inventions are unrelated if it can be shown that

they are not disclosed as capable of use together and they have different modes of

operation, different functions, or different effects (MPEP § 806.04, MPEP § 808.01). In

the instant case the different inventions have different modes of operation. Invention I is

a method of treating a disorder in a mammal using an antisense to TRANCE RNA while

invention II is a method of treating a disorder in a mammal using an antisense to TRAF-

6 RNA.

2. Furthermore, searching invention I together with invention II would impose a

serious search burden. In the instant case, prior art searches of methods of treating a

disorder in a mammal using an antisense to TRANCE are not coextensive with prior art

searches of methods of treating a disorder in a mammal using an antisense to a

different gene like TRAF-6. Search of each of these inventions would require different

key word searches of each compound and of each distinctive step of each method

using divergent patent and non-patent literature databases. The different searches

would then require subsequent in-depth analysis of the unrelated prior art literature,

placing a serious burden on the Office in terms of both search and examination. As

such, it would be burdensome to perform examination of inventions I and II together.
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3. Claim 1 link(s) inventions I and II. The restriction requirement between the linked

inventions is subject to the nonallowance of the linking claim(s), claim 1. Upon the

allowance of the linking claim(s), the restriction requirement as to the linked inventions

shall be withdrawn and any claim(s) depending from or otherwise including all the

limitations of the allowable linking claim(s) will be entitled to examination in the instant

application. Applicant(s) are advised that if any such claim(s) depending from or

including all the limitations of the allowable linking claim(s) is/are presented in a

continuation or divisional application, the claims of the continuation or divisional

application may be subject to provisional statutory and/or nonstatutory double patenting

rejections over the claims of the instant application. Where a restriction requirement is

withdrawn, the provisions of 35 U.S.C. 121 are no longer applicable. In re Ziegler, 44

F.2d 1211, 1215, 170 USPQ 129, 131-32 (CCPA 1971). See also MPEP § 804.01.

4. Inventions III and IV are unrelated. Inventions are unrelated if it can be shown

that they are not disclosed as capable of use together and they have different modes of

operation, different functions, or different effects (MPEP § 806.04, MPEP § 808.01). In

the instant case the different inventions have different modes of operation. Invention III

is a method of treating a disorder in a mammal using a polypeptide containing a TNF

domain of a TRANCE protein while invention IV is a method of treating a disorder in a

mammal using a TRAF-6 polypeptide.

5. Furthermore, searching invention III together with invention IV would impose a

serious search burden. In the instant case, prior art searches of methods of treating a

disorder in a mammal using a polypeptide containing a TNF domain of a TRANCE
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protein are not coextensive with prior art searches of methods of treating a disorder in a

mammal using a different polypeptide like a TRAF-6 polypeptide. Search of each of

these inventions would require different key word searches of each compound and of

each distinctive step of each method using divergent patent and non-patent literature

databases. The different searches would then require subsequent in-depth analysis of

the unrelated prior art literature, placing a serious burden on the Office in terms of both

search and examination. As such, it would be burdensome to perform examination of

inventions III and IV together.

6. Claim 9 link(s) inventions III and IV. The restriction requirement between the

linked inventions is subject to the nonallowance of the linking claim(s), claim 9. Upon

the allowance of the linking claim(s), the restriction requirement as to the linked

inventions shall be withdrawn and any claim(s) depending from or otherwise including

all the limitations of the allowable linking claim(s) will be entitled to examination in the

instant application. Applicant(s) are advised that if any such claim(s) depending from or

including all the limitations of the allowable linking claim(s) is/are presented in a

continuation or divisional application, the claims of the continuation or divisional

application may be subject to provisional statutory and/or nonstatutory double patenting

rejections over the claims of the instant application. Where a restriction requirement is

withdrawn, the provisions of 35 U.S.C. 121 are no longer applicable. In re Ziegler, 44

F.2d 1211, 1215, 170 USPQ 129, 131-32 (CCPA 1971). See also MPEP § 804.01.

7. Inventions V and VI are unrelated. Inventions are unrelated if it can be shown

that they are not disclosed as capable of use together and they have different modes of
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operation, different functions, or different effects (MPEP § 806.04, MPEP § 808.01). In

the instant case the different inventions have different modes of operation. Invention V

is a method of increasing cartilage in a mammal using an antisense to TRANCE RNA

while invention VI is a method of increasing cartilage in a mammal using an antisense to

TRAF-6 RNA.

8. Furthermore, searching invention V together with invention VI would impose a

serious search burden. In the instant case, prior art searches of methods of increasing

cartilage in a mammal using an antisense to TRANCE are not coextensive with prior art

searches of methods of increasing cartilage in a mammal using an antisense to a

different gene like TRAF-6. Search of each of these inventions would require different

key word searches of each compound and of each distinctive step of each method

using divergent patent and non-patent literature databases. The different searches

would then require subsequent in-depth analysis of the unrelated prior art literature,

placing a serious burden on the Office in terms of both search and examination. As

such, it would be burdensome to perform examination of inventions V and VI together.

9. Claim 21 link(s) inventions V and VI. The restriction requirement between the

linked inventions is subject to the nonallowance of the linking claim(s), claim 21. Upon

the allowance of the linking claim(s), the restriction requirement as to the linked

inventions shall be withdrawn and any claim(s) depending from or otherwise including

all the limitations of the allowable linking claim(s) will be entitled to examination in the

instant application. Applicant(s) are advised that if any such claim(s) depending from or

including all the limitations of the allowable linking claim(s) is/are presented in a
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continuation or divisional application, the claims of the continuation or divisional

application may be subject to provisional statutory and/or nonstatutory double patenting

rejections over the claims of the instant application. Where a restriction requirement is

withdrawn, the provisions of 35 U.S.C. 121 are no longer applicable. In re Ziegler, 44

F.2d 1211, 1215, 170USPQ 129, 131-32 (CCPA 1971). See also MPEP § 804.01.

10. Inventions VII-IX are unrelated. Inventions are unrelated if it can be shown that

they are not disclosed as capable of use together and they have different modes of

operation, different functions, or different effects (MPEP § 806.04, MPEP § 808.01). In

the instant case the different inventions have different modes of operation. Invention VII

is a method of diagnosing a cartilage disorder in a mammal using an antisense to

TRANCE RNA while invention VIII is a method of diagnosing a cartilage disorder in a

mammal using an antisense to RANK and invention IX is a method of diagnosing a

cartilage disorder in a mammal using an antisense to TRAF-6 RNA.

1 1 . Furthermore, searching any of inventions VII-IX together would impose a serious

search burden. In the instant case, prior art searches of methods of diagnosing a

cartilage disorder in a mammal using an antisense to TRANCE are not coextensive with

prior art searches of methods of diagnosing a cartilage disorder in a mammal using an

antisense to a different gene like RANK or TRAF-6. Search of each of these inventions

would require different key word searches of each compound and of each distinctive

step of each method using divergent patent and non-patent literature databases. The

different searches would then require subsequent in-depth analysis of the unrelated

prior art literature, placing a serious burden on the Office in terms of both search and
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examination. As such, it would be burdensome to perform examination of any of

inventions VII-IX together.

12. The group of inventions listed as I and II are unrelated to the group of inventions

listed as III and IV. Inventions are unrelated if it can be shown that they are not

disclosed as capable of use together and they have different modes of operation,

different functions, or different effects (MPEP § 806.04, MPEP § 808.01). In the instant

case the different inventions have different functions. The function of inventions l-ll is to

treat a disorder that is insufficient cartilage or insufficient skeletal growth while the

function of inventions lll-IV is to treat a disorder that is excess cartilage or excess

skeletal growth.

1 3. Furthermore, searching either of inventions l-l I together with either of inventions

lll-IV would impose a serious search burden. In the instant case, prior art searches of

methods of treating a disorder that is insufficient cartilage or insufficient skeletal growth

in a mammal are not coextensive with prior art searches of methods of treating a

disorder that is excess cartilage or excess skeletal growth in a mammal. Search of

each of these inventions would require different key word searches of each compound

and of each distinctive step of each method using divergent patent and non-patent

literature databases. The different searches would then require subsequent in-depth

analysis of the unrelated prior art literature, placing a serious burden on the Office in

terms of both search and examination. As such, it would be burdensome to perform

examination of any of inventions l-ll and lll-IV together.
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14. The group of inventions listed as I and II are unrelated to the group of inventions

listed as V and VI. Inventions are unrelated if it can be shown that they are not

disclosed as capable of use together and they have different modes of operation,

different functions, or different effects (MPEP § 806.04, MPEP § 808.01). In the instant

case the different inventions have different functions. The function of inventions Ml is to

treat a disorder that is insufficient cartilage or insufficient skeletal growth while the

function of inventions V-VI is to promote growth of cartilage. Each of these groups of

inventions has distinct method steps and different target populations. Inventions l-ll are

meant to be performed specifically on subjects having a disorder while inventions V-VI

could be performed on any subject.

15. Furthermore, searching either of inventions l-ll together with either of inventions

V-VI would impose a serious search burden. In the instant case, prior art searches of

methods of treating a disorder that is insufficient cartilage or insufficient skeletal growth

in a mammal are not coextensive with prior art searches of methods of promoting

cartilage growth. Search of each of these inventions would require different key word

searches of each compound and of each distinctive step of each method using

divergent patent and non-patent literature databases. The different searches would

then require subsequent in-depth analysis of the unrelated prior art literature, placing a

serious burden on the Office in terms of both search and examination. As such, it would

be burdensome to perform examination of any of inventions l-ll and V-VI together.

16. The group of inventions listed as I and II are unrelated to the group of inventions

listed as VII-IX. Inventions are unrelated if it can be shown that they are not disclosed
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as capable of use together and they have different modes of operation, different

functions, or different effects (MPEP § 806.04, MPEP § 808.01). In the instant case the

different inventions have different functions. The function of inventions l-ll is to treat a

disorder that is insufficient cartilage or insufficient skeletal growth using an antisense

while the function of inventions VII-IX is to diagnose a cartilage disorder by assaying

protein levels.

17. Furthermore, searching either of inventions l-ll together with any of inventions

VII-IX would impose a serious search burden. In the instant case, prior art searches of

methods of treating a disorder that is insufficient cartilage or insufficient skeletal growth

in a mammal are not coextensive with prior art searches of methods of diagnosing a

cartilage disorder. Search of each of these inventions would require different key word

searches of each compound and of each distinctive step of each method using

divergent patent and non-patent literature databases. The different searches would

then require subsequent in-depth analysis of the unrelated prior art literature, placing a

serious burden on the Office in terms of both search and examination. As such, it would

be burdensome to perform examination of any of inventions l-ll and VII-IX together.

18. The group of inventions listed as I and II are unrelated to invention X. Inventions

are unrelated if it can be shown that they are not disclosed as capable of use together

and they have different modes of operation, different functions, or different effects

(MPEP § 806.04, MPEP § 808.01). In the instant case the different inventions have

different functions. The function of inventions l-ll is to treat a disorder that is insufficient

cartilage or insufficient skeletal growth using an antisense while the function of invention
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X is to identify compounds that can inhibit or increase TRANCE by detecting

chondrocyte proliferation.

1 9. Furthermore, searching either of inventions l-ll together with invention X would

impose a serious search burden. In the instant case, prior art searches of methods of

treating a disorder that is insufficient cartilage or insufficient skeletal growth in a

mammal are not coextensive with prior art searches of methods of identifying

compounds that increase or inhibit TRANCE. Search of each of these inventions would

require different key word searches of each compound and of each distinctive step of

each method using divergent patent and non-patent literature databases. The different

searches would then require subsequent in-depth analysis of the unrelated prior art

literature, placing a serious burden on the Office in terms of both search and

examination. As such, it would be burdensome to perform examination of any of

inventions l-ll and X together.

20. The group of inventions listed as III and IV are unrelated to the group of

inventions listed as V and VI. Inventions are unrelated if it can be shown that they are

not disclosed as capable of use together and they have different modes of operation,

different functions, or different effects (MPEP § 806.04, MPEP § 808.01). In the instant

case the different inventions have different functions. The function of inventions lll-IV is

to treat a disorder that is excess cartilage or excess skeletal growth while the function of

inventions V-VI is to promote growth of cartilage.

21 . Furthermore, searching either of inventions lll-IV together with either of

inventions V-VI would impose a serious search burden. In the instant case, prior art
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searches of methods of treating a disorder that is excess cartilage or excess skeletal

growth in a mammal are not coextensive with prior art searches of methods of

promoting cartilage growth. Search of each of these inventions would require different

key word searches of each compound and of each distinctive step of each method

using divergent patent and non-patent literature databases. The different searches

would then require subsequent in-depth analysis of the unrelated prior art literature,

placing a serious burden on the Office in terms of both search and examination. As

such, it would be burdensome to perform examination of any of inventions lll-IV and V-

VI together.

22. The group of inventions listed as III and IV are unrelated to the group of

inventions listed as VII-IX. Inventions are unrelated if it can be shown that they are not

disclosed as capable of use together and they have different modes of operation,

different functions, or different effects (MPEP § 806.04, MPEP § 808.01). In the instant

case the different inventions have different functions. The function of inventions lll-IV is

to treat a disorder that is excess cartilage or excess skeletal growth using an antisense

while the function of inventions VII-IX is to diagnose a cartilage disorder by assaying

protein levels.

23. Furthermore, searching either of inventions lll-IV together with any of inventions

VII-IX would impose a serious search burden. In the instant case, prior art searches of

methods of treating a disorder that is excess cartilage or excess skeletal growth in a

mammal are not coextensive with prior art searches of methods of diagnosing a

cartilage disorder. Search of each of these inventions would require different key word
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searches of each compound and of each distinctive step of each method using

divergent patent and non-patent literature databases. The different searches would

then require subsequent in-depth analysis of the unrelated prior art literature, placing a

serious burden on the Office in terms of both search and examination. As such, it would

be burdensome to perform examination of any of inventions lll-IV and VII-IX together.

24. The group of inventions listed as III and IV are unrelated to invention X.

Inventions are unrelated if it can be shown that they are not disclosed as capable of use

together and they have different modes of operation, different functions, or different

effects (MPEP § 806.04, MPEP § 808.01). In the instant case the different inventions

have different functions. The function of inventions lll-IV is to treat a disorder that is

excess cartilage or excess skeletal growth using an antisense while the function of

invention X is to identify compounds that can inhibit or increase TRANCE by detecting

chondrocyte proliferation.

25. Furthermore, searching either of inventions lll-IV together with invention X would

impose a serious search burden. In the instant case, prior art searches of methods of

treating a disorder that is excess cartilage or excess skeletal growth in a mammal are

not coextensive with prior art searches of methods of identifying compounds that

increase or inhibit TRANCE. Search of each of these inventions would require different

key word searches of each compound and of each distinctive step of each method

using divergent patent and non-patent literature databases. The different searches

would then require subsequent in-depth analysis of the unrelated prior art literature,

placing a serious burden on the Office in terms of both search and examination. As
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such, it would be burdensome to perform examination of any of inventions lll-IV and X

together.

26. The group of inventions listed as V and VI are unrelated to the group of

inventions listed as VII-IX. Inventions are unrelated if it can be shown that they are not

disclosed as capable of use together and they have different modes of operation,

different functions, or different effects (MPEP § 806.04, MPEP § 808.01). In the instant

case the different inventions have different functions. The function of inventions V-VI is

to promote growth of cartilage while the function of inventions VII-IX is to diagnose a

cartilage disorder by assaying protein levels.

27. Furthermore, searching either of inventions V-VI together with any of inventions

VII-IX would impose a serious search burden. In the instant case, prior art searches of

methods to promote growth of cartilage are not coextensive with prior art searches of

methods of diagnosing a cartilage disorder. Search of each of these inventions would

require different key word searches of each compound and of each distinctive step of

each method using divergent patent and non-patent literature databases. The different

searches would then require subsequent in-depth analysis of the unrelated prior art

literature, placing a serious burden on the Office in terms of both search and

examination. As such, it would be burdensome to perform examination of any of

inventions V-VI and VII-IX together.

28. The group of inventions listed as V and VI are unrelated to invention X.

Inventions are unrelated if it can be shown that they are not disclosed as capable of use

together and they have different modes of operation, different functions, or different
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effects (MPEP § 806.04, MPEP § 808.01). In the instant case the different inventions

have different functions. The function of inventions V-VI is to promote growth of

cartilage while the function of invention X is to identify compounds that can inhibit or

increase TRANCE by detecting chondrocyte proliferation.

29. Furthermore, searching either of inventions V-VI together with invention X would

impose a serious search burden. In the instant case, prior art searches of methods to

promote growth of cartilage are not coextensive with prior art searches of methods of

identifying compounds that increase or inhibit TRANCE. Search of each of these

inventions would require different key word searches of each compound and of each

distinctive step of each method using divergent patent and non-patent literature

databases. The different searches would then require subsequent in-depth analysis of

the unrelated prior art literature, placing a serious burden on the Office in terms of both

search and examination. As such, it would be burdensome to perform examination of

any of inventions V-VI and X together.

30. The group of inventions listed as VII-IX are unrelated to invention X. Inventions

are unrelated if it can be shown that they are not disclosed as capable of use together

and they have different modes of operation, different functions, or different effects

(MPEP § 806.04, MPEP § 808.01). In the instant case the different inventions have

different functions. The function of inventions VII-IX is to diagnose a cartilage disorder

while the function of invention X is to identify compounds that can inhibit or increase

TRANCE by detecting chondrocyte proliferation.
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31 . Furthermore, searching either of inventions VII-IX together with invention X would

impose a serious search burden. In the instant case, prior art searches of methods to

diagnose a cartilage disorder are not coextensive with prior art searches of methods of

identifying compounds that increase or inhibit TRANCE. Search of each of these

inventions would require different key word searches of each compound and of each

distinctive step of each method using divergent patent and non-patent literature

databases. The different searches would then require subsequent in-depth analysis of

the unrelated prior art literature, placing a serious burden on the Office in terms of both

search and examination. As such, it would be burdensome to perform examination of

any of inventions VII-IX and X together.

Restriction to a single nucleotide or amino acid sequence

32. Claims 3, 12 and 13 are subject to an additional restriction since they are not

considered to be a proper genus/Markush. See MPEP 803.02 - PRACTICE RE

MARKUSH-TYPE CLAIMS - If the members of the Markush group are sufficiently few in

number or so closely related that a search and examination of the entire claim can be

made without serious burden, the examiner must examine all the members of the

Markush group in the claim on the merits, even though they are directed to independent

and distinct inventions. In such a case, the examiner will not follow the procedure

described below and will not require restriction. Since the decisions in In re Weber, 580

F.2d 455, 198 USPQ 328 (CCPA 1978) and In re Haas, 580 F.2d 461, 198 USPQ 334

(CCPA 1978), it is improper for the Office to refuse to examine that which applicants
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regard as their invention, unless the subject matter in a claim lacks unity of invention. In

re Harnish, 631 F.2d 716, 206 USPQ 300 (CCPA 1980); and Ex parte Hozumi, 3

USPQ2d 1059 (Bd. Pat. App. & Int. 1984). Broadly, unity of invention exists where

compounds included within a Markush group (1)share a common utility, and (2) share a

substantial structural feature disclosed as being essential to that utility.

33. Claim 3 specifically claims TRANCE antisense SEQ ID NOS 17 and 18, which

are targeted to and modulate the expression of TRANCE. Although the antisense

sequences claimed each target and modulate expression of TRANCE, the instant

antisense sequences are considered to be unrelated, since each antisense sequence

claimed is structurally and functionally independent and distinct for the following

reasons: each antisense sequence has a unique nucleotide sequence and each

antisense sequence targets a different and specific region of a TRANCE nucleic acid.

As such the Markush/genus of antisense sequences in claim 3 is not considered to

constitute a proper genus, and is therefore subject to restriction. Furthermore, a search

of more than one (1) of the antisense sequences claimed in claim 3 presents an undue

burden on the Patent and Trademark Office due to the complex nature of the search in

terms of computer time needed to perform the search and the subsequent analysis of

the search results by the examiner. In view of the foregoing, one (1 ) antisense

sequence is considered to be a reasonable number of sequences for examination.

Accordingly, if group I is elected applicants are required to elect one (1) antisense

sequence from claim 3. Note that this is not a species election.
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34. Claims 12 and 13 specifically claim TRANCE-increasing polypeptide SEQ ID

NOS 3-8, which are targeted to TRANCE. Although the polypeptide sequences claimed

each target TRANCE, the instant sequences are considered to be unrelated, since each

sequence claimed is structurally and functionally independent and distinct for the

following reasons: each sequence has a unique amino acid sequence and each

sequence targets a different and specific region of TRANCE. As such the

Markush/genus of sequences in claims 12 and 13 is not considered to constitute a

proper genus, and is therefore subject to restriction. Furthermore, a search of more

than one (1) of the sequences claimed in claims 12 and 13 presents an undue burden

on the Patent and Trademark Office due to the complex nature of the search in terms of

computer time needed to perform the search and the subsequent analysis of the search

results by the examiner. In view of the foregoing, one (1 ) sequence is considered to be

a reasonable number of sequences for examination. Accordingly, if group III is elected

applicants are required to elect one (1 ) sequence from claims 12 and 13. Note that this

is not a species election.

35. Applicant is advised that the reply to this requirement to be complete must

include an election of the invention to be examined even though the requirement be

traversed (37 CFR 1.143).

36. Applicant is reminded that upon the cancellation of claims to a non-elected

invention, the inventorship must be amended in compliance with 37 CFR 1.48(b) if one

or more of the currently named inventors is no longer an inventor of at least one claim
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remaining in the application. Any amendment of inventorship must be accompanied by

a request under 37 CFR 1.48(b) and by the fee required under 37 CFR 1.1 7(i).

Conclusion

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Tracy Vivlemore whose telephone number is 571-272-

2914. The examiner can normally be reached on Mon-Fri 8:45-5:15.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, John LeGuyader can be reached on 571-272-0760. The fax phone number

for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 703-872-9306.

Patent applicants with problems or questions regarding electronic images that

can be viewed in the Patent Application Information Retrieval system (PAIR) can now

contact the USPTO's Patent Electronic Business Center (Patent EBC) for assistance.

Representatives are available to answer your questions daily from 6 am to midnight

(EST). The toll free number is (866) 217-9197. When calling please have your

application serial or patent number, the type of document you are having an image

problem with, the number of pages and the specific nature of the problem. The Patent

Electronic Business Center will notify applicants of the resolution of the problem within

5-7 business days. Applicants can also check PAIR to confirm that the problem has

been corrected. The USPTO's Patent Electronic Business Center is a complete service

center supporting all patent business on the Internet. The USPTO's PAIR system

provides Internet-based access to patent application status and history information. It
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also enables applicants to view the scanned images of their own application file

folder(s) as well as general patent information available to the public. For more

information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov.

For all other customer support, please call the USPTO Call Center (UCC) at 800-

786-9199.

Tracy Vivlemore

Examiner
Art Unit 1635

TV
February 1 1 , 2005


